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- A Historical Fantasy Action RPG Real-Time Battles against Strong Opponents in an Action-Based Rhythm Explore the Lands Between in a Vast World with a Variety of Landscapes and Towns Each Partner Multiplayer Ship Allows for Maximum Dynamism in Connected Online Play The Battle of Power between the Elden and the Dark Ages Bothers in
Vivid World Scenarios, and the Game's Action-Based Battles Prove to Be the Tension of the Story Collect and Progress the Equipment and Items of the Heroes of the Elden Ring in order to Discover the Mythology of "The Lost Gold" Equip Gear to Match Your Speciality and Level to Build Your Own Personal Skill Tree Equip Gear to Match Your Speciality
and Level to Build Your Own Personal Skill Tree Equip Gear to Match Your Speciality and Level to Build Your Own Personal Skill Tree See your Skill Level Increase as you Progress with the Game - A Mythological Fantasy Action RPG A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect The Elden Ring's Story Proves to Be an
Epic Drama Told in Fragments A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A
Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the
Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the
Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect A Multilayered Story in which the Various Thoughts of the Characters Intersect

Features Key:
18 months of service time
Wizard Moogle and Fortune Pai menu screen, etc.
Full graphical support for a high-resolution display
Playable with Keyboard/Mouse, JoyCon, and a TV stick
2 new jobs! XP for blocking attacks on an obstacle and Revenant, a special shout-out that unleashes AI.
CG Gallery that presents animated screenshots
An add-on piece for the character items as well as the Christmas one-off item
Expansion to the second online collaboration, will feature a new map called The Corridors of the Kingdom, that will allow the additional character slots
Item-Enhanced UI and Map-Enhanced submenu
Expansion to online play similar to Diabolical Powers

Update 1.4.0 is available now to download on PlayStation 4 (Free), PlayStation Vita (Free), Nintendo Switch (Free), and PC (Free). Further details on PC download and PS4 download. Phew, I swear you will not be able to walk away from it. Ok, now last but not least a bit brief like what I expect from later updates, they set a tier planning and the team size, for
what they already achieved and done or what is on their to-do and what they are going to achieve, they are, or more like most of them, made me realized they are setting their goals rather high... For setting the goals, this means they will and trying to achieve them in parallel, still working hard and doing tasks for the bigger goal, eventually, and what
made me realized is this is not a problem 
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◆ULTRAHARD RATING◆ RPGamer "The latest RPG from FromSoftware is beautiful enough to warrant several re-readings over the years." "In terms of gameplay, the new title offers a fine mix of action, role-playing, and turn-based gameplay that keeps the highly entertaining character progression as well as decision-making." RPG Tree "In Elden Ring, the
developer previously known for the highly inventive FromSoftware is back with another action RPG. Unlike the developer’s previous titles, Elden Ring is a different kind of experience. With Elden Ring, FromSoftware has chosen to take a much more straightforward approach." RPG Site "It’s definitely an action RPG, but the combat system is much different
from any other FromSoftware title." RPGFan "The combat system is very similar to Dark Souls, but it’s not as punishing or unforgiving as that game. Combat is hectic but challenging enough to be fun and it gives you a real sense of progression and growth." GameSpot "The combat takes on a straightforward approach, but for the most part, the system is
an effective one." Gamezebo "It has fun combat mechanics and, like Dark Souls, is steeped in atmosphere. However, I never felt like I was confused about what to do in combat, and it was never near as punishing as Dark Souls... Elden Ring is a fun game, but it's not nearly as successful or ambitious a title as FromSoftware’s previous effort, Sekiro, which
launched on PS4 this year. It's a solid action RPG, and I'm sure it won’t be a total slog for FromSoftware fans, but it's a far cry from the greatness we've come to expect." Gamesradar "Elden Ring delivers another sensational FromSoftware experience. The combat is smooth, fluid, and stylishly violent and it’s just the thing to keep you in the saddle while you
explore the world of Tarnished." EEVEE "Not quite a true action role-playing game, as you're still mapped to a grid and can't just run off in any direction, but it's still a fun time. Elden Ring still has the dark, gloomy aesthetic, and a sense of tension that's bff6bb2d33
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Become part of a fascinating story where you play an Adventurer who has awakened from a dream in the Lands Between and carries the power of the Elden Ring with him. The other Adventurers you meet along your journey are either warriors who wield a variety of weapons or magic users with a variety of special abilities. Using your power and their
unique skills, fight through story battles and enjoy the game experience you create together through skillful teamwork. WHAT'S NEW: [NPC] Follow the Story of the Hero and Travel Together with Friends What is the fate of the Lands Between, and which Adventurer are destined to give the power of the Elden Ring to the Hero? SUMMARY: The last Hero left
the Lands Between. While attempting to protect the girl he has grown fond of, he lost his way, and it has been several years since he became an Adventurer. The Hero now finds himself at an interesting point: To become a hero, one must give their all, right? Explore the Lands Between with your friends and show them your best Hero's heart. By creating a
strong, synergistic party, you'll have the opportunity to receive a variety of requests. You can cooperate with other Adventurers to participate in quests, receive quests, or even play a minigame together. [Guild Battles] Battle and Dominate the Land by Facing a Strong Alliance of Guilds To battle another Adventurer or to dominate the land, you must first
unite under a guild with other Adventurers who share the same goal. SUMMARY: Since the very beginning, a guild has been a reflection of a person's personality, and Guild Battles have been a way to challenge friends. With a similar goal in mind, one guild may band together to create a mighty guild, and unite your forces under this powerful guild. Guild
Battles increase in difficulty with the addition of more guilds, and there is nothing more powerful than having a guild with a combination of classes. Choose the classes and skills to dominate the land with when you select a guild. Each class has certain characteristics that you should take into consideration when you enter into a Guild Battle. For example,
the specialist Warrior and Magician classes boast different advantages in battle. SUMMARY: Give your friends a variety of gifts and share the joy with them. Choose from many gift types, and you can give the most precious gifts to the people closest to

What's new in Elden Ring:

MORE DETAILS TO COME.

---  

"YOU WILL BE SAVED FROM A MISERABLE EXISTENCE!"

Galamoth, the mighty leader of the Elden Ring, is bringing an enormous number of monsters to the Lands Between. However, a certain "hero" has come to the aid of the community. Meet Axton, a self-proclaimed hero who
hopes to not only protect the people, but also to redeem himself.

Your adventures in the Lands Between will take you to a variety of different places. Take on quests from your townspeople, solve various mysteries, and step up the ranks. With the help of your party, take it in turns to
experience the Tales that are woven around the Lands Between.

Visit the Lands Between and encounter the many tales that will bring you back again and again. Encounter truly challenging monsters and use fantastic items and magic to assist you in battle. Reconnect the fragments of the
story of the Lands Between and complete the Odyssey!

If you are still not convinced, remember, this is a fantasy game that also includes the deep elements that characteristically make FINAL FANTASY be what it is. This is a game that will require careful playing to truly enjoy. If
you love to explore and feel immersed in the game, then bring your courage, endurance, and strength to endure your adventures through the vast Lands Between.

STAY TUNED FOR FURTHER UPDATES!
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